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Preface 

This guide describes. in general terms. those requiremen!s of the LEAA regulations 
governing privacy and security cif criminal history information which pertain to Individual 
Access. Review. and Challenge of a criminal history record. It is intended thatthe document 
clarify both the rights of the individual and the responsibilities of the criminal justice agency 
in this area. 

This document represents the second in a series of guides prepared by thi3 Privacy and 
Security Staff. National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service (NCJISS). to 
discuss individual requirements of the regulations. The initial publication, "Privacy and 
Security of Criminal History Information: A Guide to Dissemination;' is available through 
the National Criminal Justice Reference Service. Additional Guiaes will be released 
within the near future. Further inf,ormation regarding these materials can be 'obtained 
by contacting the Privacy and Security Staff. NCJISS. LEAA, Washington. D.C. 20530 
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The Statute 
The Department of Justice-Law Enforcement Assistance Administration regulations 

which govern the privacy and security of criminal history information systems (28 CFR 
Part 20) implement Section 524(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 
1968, as amended. Thts section was added to the Act in August 1973. It provides that: 

All criminal history information collected, stored, or disseminated through 
support under this title shall contain, to the maximum extent feasible, ciis
position as well as arrest data where arrest data is included therein. The 
collection, storage and dissemination of such information shall take place 
under procedures reasonably designed to insure that all such information 
is kept current therein; The Administration shall assure that the security and 
privacy of all information is adequately provided for and that information 
shall only be used for law enforcement and criminal justice and other lawful 
purposes. In eddition, an individual WllO believes that criminal history in
formation concerning him contained in an automated system is inaccurate, 
incomplete, or maintained in violation of this title, shall upon satisfactory 
verification of his identity, be entitled to review such information and to 
obtain a copy of it for the purpose of challenge or correction. 
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The Regulations 

Section 20.21 (g) of the LEAA regulations (28 CFR Part 20). as published on M= 
19. 1976. requires that each state ."insure the individual's right to access and reviev 
criminal history information for purposes of accuracy and completeness by institu 
procedures so that: . 

(1) Any individual shall. upon satisfactory verification of his identity. be 
entitled to review without undue burden to either the criminal justice 
agency or the individual. any criminal history record information main
tained about the individual and obtain a copy thereof when necessary for 
purpose of challenge or correction; 

(2) Administrative review and necessary correction of any claim by the 
individual to whom the information relates that the information is inaccurate 
or incomplet,9 is provided; . 

(3) The State shall establish and implement procedures for administra
tive appeal where a criminal justice agency refuses to correct challenged 
information to the satisfaction of the individual to whom the information 
relates; 



(4) Upon request. an individual whose record has been corrected shall 
be given the names of all non-crimin~; justice agencieG to whom the data 
has been given; 

(5) The correcting agency shall notify all criminal justice recipients of 
corrected information; and 

(6) The individual's right to access and review of criminal history record 
information shall not extend to data contained in intelligence. investigatory. 
or other related files and shall not be construed to include any other infor
mation than that defined by §20.3(b)." 

As originally promulgated. the regulations required full compliance with all requirements 
by December 31.1977. In recognition of the technical and fiscal limitations which precluded 
a large number of states from realistically meeting this deadline, however. the regulations 
were amended on December 6,1977 to extend the date for final full implementation. 

As so amended. the regulations require that a certification of compliance with the indi
vidual access, review. and challenge requirement be submitted by each state to LEAA by 
July 31, 1978. No substantive modifications were made to the individual access/review 
requirements in the December 6 amendment. 
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Impact 

The ability to inspect government records maintained on him or her is consider", 
the most significant elements in the important right of privacy. Both individual eX r 

authoritative commissions who have studied the problem agree that record reo 
challenge of inaccurate and incomplete information is an essential r.afeguar ~ 
faulty governmental record-keeping. Provision for such review in the((lEAA reo 
means that statewide and/or local systems maintaining criminal history records mu 
subject access for purposes.Qf inspection. By providing this type of open access, 
justice agencies have an opportunity to demonstrate confidence in their record~ 
cords systems which will help generate public support for record-keeping functiQ 
future. .. 
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and time . 
- Review the record (with assistance of a reader/translator, if needed). 
- Receive a copy of the record-for purpose of challenge. 
- Request that a record be corrected-upon a showing of inaccuracy or incompleteness. 
- Obtain administrative review of record correction denial. 
- Request. for purposes of correction, a list of non-criminal' justice recipients of in-
. accurate ihform~)tion. (Criminal ,justice recipients to be notified dire~tly by criminal 

justice agen~y.l -

The regulations do not provide a right to review: 
- Any information other than "criminal history information:' 
:- Any information contaim::d in intelligence or investigatory files. 

AE$PONSIBILITY OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCY 

To implement the Individual Access. Review. and Challenge requirements of the LEAA 
regulations. state and/or local criminal justice agencies are required to establish pro
cedllres for: 

- Review of criminal history information by the record subject. 
-:- Challenge by the record subject of information which is believed to be inaccurate or 

incomplete. 
- Review of source documents by the criminal justice agency to determine accuracy/ 

completeness of challenged information. 
- Administrative appeal by the record subject of an agency's refusal to correct a record. 
- CorrectJng information which has been disseminated that is shown to be incorrect. 

\'" 0< J, .', // • 
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Scope 
AGENCIE~ COVERED 

The regulations apply to state and local agencies which have received LEAA funding for 
the collection. storage. or dissemination of criminal history record information since July 
1. 1973. . 

Although the number of agencies varies from state to state. generally the 'aw enforcement 
and correctional agencies in state and majoi7metropofitan areas. Cis well as many law en
forcement agencies in less populated areas. are Cilffected. 

Additionally, agencies which enter into User Agreements with covered ~r,;encies or are 
subject to State legislation. regulations. or other relevant controlling po~icy may be re
Quired to implement similar procedures to ensure individual access. review, and challenge 
rights. 

INFORMATION COVERED 

The right of individual access, review. and challenge apt:Jlies only to: 
- criminal history information; 
- records retrievable by name or other personal identifier of the record subject. 

In general terms, the regulations define "criminal history information" as information 
containing an in<;iividual's name or identifier and notations of snest or other formal criminal 
charges and subsequent dispositions and/or other criminal justice actions relating thereto. 
including dismissals. decisions to drop charges. etc. t; 
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which are not required to be available for review and challenge include: 
intelligence or investigative information; 

- psychiatric or social histories; 
- identification information slJch as fingerprints or photographs. 

The regulations specifically exempt intelligence and investigatory records from indi
vidual access under this provision. 

AUTHORIZED INDIVIDUALS 

The right to access, review, and challenge a record extends only to the identified subject 
of the record. 

Other individuals authorized to accompany the record subject at the time of the record 
review may include, where appropriate: 

attorneys (serving on behalf of the record subject) 
- readers (where subject is blind or illiterate) 
- translators 
- guardians 
Persons or agencies other than' those named above may, of course, continue to review 

records where otherwise authorized to do so pursuant to statute, regulations, etc. 

Potentia; employers may not ff.)quest to review an applicant's record on grounds that. the 
record in question would be directly available to the individual record subject. \ 
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Proc:eduralRequirements .. 

- ADminiSTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
-REVIEWinG THE RECORD 
- CHRLLenGlnG THE RECORD 
- ADminiSTRATive APPEAL 
- CORRECTions 
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General 

The regulations establish general guidelines for review and challenge procedures which 
give each agency maximum latitude in selecting methods of implementation. The under
lying principle to be followed in developing such procedures is that review and challenge 
shall be conducted in such a way that it does not place undue burden on either the record 
subject or the participating agency. Agencies in the states which have implemented review 
and challenge procedures prior to promulgation of the regulations have not experienced 
any particular difficulties and certainly no disruption to their operatiors. 

r ' I 

Review Sites 
\ 

The regulations do not require that individuals be authorized to review records directly 
at each covered agency-provided that the number and location of agencies designated 
to serve as review sites is adequate to prevent an undue burden on an individual attempting 
to review his records. 

Specifically, although each covered agency may be regarded as a potential review site, 
the regulations permit states to: 

- limit the number of review sites; 
- permit (or require) record subjects to review records at a criminal justice agency other 

than the agency maintaining or originating the record. 
,c 

It is strongly recommended, however, that each covered agency establish procedures to 
permit review of records which it maintains, regardless of whether or not such records 
may also be reviewed through an otherwise deSignated review si,te. 
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Time 

The regulations permit each state and/or local agency to determine the days and times 
for record review. An acceptable minimum would be four hours a day, three days a week. 
Procedures should be established to accommodate individuals who, for a legitimate reason, 
cannot visit the agency during the scheduled review periods. 

Costs 

Agencies may charge a specific fee for permitting a subject to review the record, obtain 
a copy, file a ch;:illenge, or submit an appeal as long as the fee bears some reasonable cor-'\ 
respondence to the actual cost and is not so great that it unduly discourages the exercise 
of rights under the regulations. Provision should also be made for waiver of such fee under 
appropriate circumstances. 

Advertising 

Although not specifically discussed in the regulations, compliance with the individual 
access, review, ,and challenge requirements implies that the general public should be ad
vised of the rig tit of review and challenge. Posters, pamphlets, and notices in newspapers 
are all suitable ladvertising techniques. Exhibit 1 is an example of a poster which would 
be appropriate fiDr this purpose. 
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A'though not required by regulations. it is strongly r~commended that requests fOf'! 
rev:.iew be submitted in written form. Exhibit 2 is a sample of a "Request for RE~view of 
Individual Criminal History Record" form which can be used for this purpose. It is; recom
mended that forms of this type be available at all review sites. The form is divided into two 
parts. the first is "For the Requestor" and the second "For the Agency." 

For the Requestor 
..... Section I of the sample should be completed by the requesting individual alnd sub

mitted to the criminal justice agency at the time that a request is initiated. 
-Section " of the sample form should be completed when assistance is required by 

the requestor for review at the time of review and prior to the agency providing the 
review material. 

-Section III should be completed at the conclusion of the record review. 

For the Agency 
The half of the form "For the Agency" is provided to assist the agency with its own 

procedure's and provide a written record for th~ agency handling the review. 
-Section I should be completed at the time the reque~t is made. 
-Section II provides for a reidentification if the review takes place at a later time than 

the original request. 
-Section III should be completed at the conclusion of the review. 

Identification 

One of the most important responsibilities of a review site after receiving a request for 
review is to make sure that the person reviewing the record is the person to whom Ithe rec-
ord pertains. . 

12 
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The regulations permit each state to establish the requirements for identifying the per
son requesting review. States may thus require fingerprints or may permit use of such 
identifiers as name and driver's license number. " , 

Different procedures may also be utilized for state and local records (e.g., where local 
agencies clearly know an individual, a fingerprint requirement may be inappropriate). 
Similarly, fingerprints do not need to be used if the agency possessing the record does 
not have a fingerprint capability (provided that applicable statute, regulations, or policy do 
not require use of fingerprints.) . 

Individuals requesting record review may be asked to return to the review site to permit 
checking of identifiers and iocation of records. Such a second trip would usually be required 
where the subject is to be identified by fingerprints. 

Assistance 

To ensure that otherwise authorized individuals (such as employers). do not attempt to 
use the review process to learn about a prospective employee's record, only an attorney, 
guardian, or, if the record subject cannot read or is not fluent in English, a reader/translator, 
may normally accompany the record subject during record review. 

Staff members of the review site may; of course. assist in reading or translation if so 
requested by record subject. 

Copies 

The regulations do not require that a record subject be given a hard copy of a record 
except Where the copy is to be used in connection with a challenge. Even then, the regu
lations require only that the subject be given a,copy of the entries which are to be challenged. 

To prevent misuse of the copy, it is recommended that the hard copy be stamped with 
the notation: FOR REVIEWAND CHALLENGE ONLY or that the identifier be deleted from 
the hard copy. 

Since the regulations do not prohibit release of a hard copy for purposes other than chal
lenge, however, agencies may provide such copies if so desired. 

I! 



i he regulations provide that an individuat iecoid subject may cliaHenge-and request 
correction of-criminal history record information on the grounds that it is inaccurate or 
incomplete . 

. Although the regulations perm it states to develop the proced ures for initiation of a record 
challenge. it is strongly recommended that challenges be made in writing and that copies 
of suitable forms be maintained at each review site. 

Exhibit 3 is an example of a form which can be used to initiate a challenge of a record. 

The regulations do not indicate whether "challenges" should be initiated at the review 
site or aiternatively should be forwarded directly (by the record subject) to the agency 
originating the allegedly incorrect data. To eliminate undue burden to the individual and 
to permit the forwarding of fingerprints or other necessary documents. however. it is gen
erally recommended that the challenge be initiated at the review site and that individuals 
be advised of this procedurr.at the time of record review. 

Reviewing a Challenge 

The regulations permit each state and/or affected agency to establish appropriate pro
cedures for review of a challenge. Where a challenge is initiated at a review site other than 
the agency originating the challenged data. it is recommended that the review site forward 
the challenge to the agency which originated the record. or in the case of challenges 
claiming in<;Qmpletenes.s in a record. to the agency that can verify the notations which • 

... --.- according to the record subject, should be included in the record. 

~"- . 

..... - . - - _ ..... 
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SAMPLE CHALLENGE PROCEDURES 

Before the Challenge 

- Assign specific record clerks in advance, and in writing, to review ali challenges. 
- Stipulate the time allowed to complete the review, and advise clerks of review pro-

cedures .. 

At Time of Challenge 

Review Site (if other than originating agency) 
- Review "Request for Challenge" for completeness. 
-. Forward original "Request for Challenge" and other necessary documentation to 

agency originating allegedly inaccurate data. 
- Retain copy of "Request for Challenge" with notation of date and materials trans

mitted to originating agency until resolution of challenge. 

Originating Agency 

Compare'the challenged record with the agency record. 
- If the agency record agrees with the record subject's version of the facts, approve 

challenge. . 
- If originating agency record agrees with allegedly incorrect record (rather than with 

record subject's version of facts), initiate audit of source documents, arid determine 
accuracy of agency record. 

t:J{ 
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Alternative Review Procedures 
The preceding are intended as sample procedures only. States and/or agencies may, 

of course, adopt different or additional procedures for review of a record challenge. 

ADmlniSTRA1Tve APPEAL 
General 

Any person who challenges criminal history information in his or her own record and 
feels dissatisfied with the action taken in response to the challenge may appeal that action. 
The regulations require each state to establish procedures for administrative appeal of 
decisions made with respect to a challenge. One of the purposes of the administrative 
appeal is to provide record subjects with a simple, inexpensive alternative to judicial review. 

Requesting an Administrative Appeal
i 

\ 

The regulations require that each state designate an individual, committee, or agency 
(separate from the office or official responsible for initially reviewing a challenge) to be 
responsible for administrative appeals. Although not required, it is recommended that 
appeals be requested in writing. Appeal forms should be avaHable at each review site. 
Exhibit 5 is an example of an Appeal Request Form. 
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Hearing the Appeal 

Each state is free, under the regulations, to establish its own format for hearing admin 
istrative appeals. Many states have provided for a hearing where both the record subjec 
and a challenged agency may, if they choose, attend, submit evidence, cross examfne wit 
nesses, and be represented by counsel. States are also permitted to provide, additional!) 
or as an alternative, an appeal-by-mail procedure which permits the parties to presen" 
their cases informally. This would be particularly uf\eful for imprisoned or out-of-stat" 
appellants. 

Judicial Review . 
Although the regulations do not require judicial review, in many states the record subject 

if dissatisfied with the results of the administrative appeal, may file a lawsuit in court an_ 
attempt to obtain a court order to have the record changed. 

CORRECTions 
Correcting the Record 

The regulations require that procedures be established to ensure that criminal justic. 
agencies and individuals who have r.eceived erroneous or incomplete information in th 
past will be notified of data corrections. 

Separate standards are established for notification of: 
- criminal justice agencies; 
- non-criminal justice agencies. 



Notification of Criminal Justice Agencies 

The regulations require that all criminal justice agencies shown by the current dissem
ination log to have received incorrect information should be notified of appropriate cor-
rections. '. 

Notification of criminal justice agencies may be accomplished by: 
- direct notification of agencies shown as holding inaccurate data; 
- general "APS" notificat!ons of all criminal.justice agencies. 

In either case, notifications should be completed within a short time after discovery of 
an inaccuracy. Agencies receiving notification should also be instructed to carry out an 
additional notification where they have redisseminated erroneous information. 

Notification of Non-Criminal Justice Agencies 

To prevent any injury to the individual which might result from the reopening of an issue 
which may no longer be relevant to non-criminal justice actions, the regulations do not 
require that corrections be directly transmitted to non-criminal justice recipients of in-
accurate data. 'j 

To ensure that corrections can be made where appropriate, however, the regulations 
do provide that, upon request, record subjects be adv,ised of the names of aU non-criminal 
justice agencies which have received erroneous information during the period of the cur
rent dissemination log. 

Actual notification of non-criminal justice recipients remains, however, the responsibility 
of the record subject. 

I 
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Ouestlons and An~W· rs 

Q. How are courts affected by review ana Cha/~eng'e:? 

" .,," 

" .0:: 
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A. The regulat10ns provide that court records of pubiic.judicta! proceedi,ngs are e~Y;Pt 
from requirements of the regulations. Since court records are genefrally "PMbJic 
records:' however, an individual can generally Obt11111 a eopy of his/her \'ecord"~~ithout 
recourse to the rights of review and challenge provided under th~~t;EM~,t~~gu!cH.J.9Y1s. 

, ,/,' t'" , '" "Jr' 
Q. Why are agencies concerned about the,fElcord review requ;rement?'~ . \';t:'~·y::{ ;;~,.Jl 

A. Many age~cies fear a fl~od~f re~uests wh.ic~ will. pa~alyze administr~tiv~:;~ff,t~i~nC"i: ..II 
The experience of agencIes In states where tns~)ectlon IS already a requlferi1~flt cvf stt;ite", , 
law does not, however, support this fear. As a practical. matt~r oUact, it appears that;, . ' 
the require"!ent of fingerprinting ttierecord subject flotonly ensures c: match of Ur» ;r(,~ i 
request.:>r wIth the recqrd. but also tends to re~~ce !~e nUmber?f, __ ~p.tJrIQMS req;}es~'tJ~'.\~':) 

~ ." ",:;: ;;f, t.1'.t~'1·; ~\ ." ':'.>, \. :t ' 
!t/ ';,:\" -'.' <7 "t! 1.' 
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Q. My agency has never taken LEAA funds for record systems. How is my agency affected 
by the review and challenge requirements of the regulations? 

A. Agencies which are not directly subject to the regulatiotlS by virtue of accepting lEAA 
funds. are not directly subject to the review and challenge requirements contained in 
the regulations. Such agencies may. however. be required to permit subject record 
review. act as a review site. and/or review challenges to agency-orienteddata pursuant 
to Users Agreements. state statutes. regulations. or other controlling policy. 

Q. If a record is incomplete and the originating agency cannot provide the necessary 
entry, must the entire record be purged? 

A. No. The regulations state that agencies should attempt in good faith to h.ave complete 
records but they do not require the purging of an incomplete record. Where challenge 
is made on grounds that a record is incomplete. the record subject shall submit suf
ficient data regarding the date, place. court, or law enforcement agency involved as to 
permit the agency reviewing the challenge to verify the allegedly missing information 
and complete the record. 

D; 
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Q. Does the right of review require a covered agency to permit a record subject to rev(ew 
records maintained by other agencies? 

A. The regulations anticipate that each state will prepare a plan for implementing review. 
of records on a statewide basis. That plan may designate certain agencies as inspection 
points or "review sites" for the records of other agencies such as the state records 
bureau or agencies which are distant from the record subject. Where, however, no 
state plan has been developed and/or an agency has not been notified of responsi
bility regarding review of information maintained by another agency, the agency will 
only have to reveal those records in its own files for purposes of review. 

Q. Is It very likely that employers will try to use the review process to get access to 
criminal records? 

A. Since such attempts to access data are, of course, possible. it is necessary that~genc:ies 
be alert to prevent this misuse of the record review provisions. For this reason, ins-~ 
recommeded that procedures be adopted under which: individuals are informed that 
data review is intended for purpose~\ of accuracy determination only; hard copies are 
released only where challenges are indicated; hard copies are stamped '"For Review 
and Challenge Only;' etc. 

/i 
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o. What are the penalties for having false information in the file? 

A. There is no penalty for having inaccurate information in a file and. therefore. an agency 
can agree with a challenge without putting itself in jeopardy. What the regulations do 
penalize. by fine or loss of LEAA funds. is the failure of an agency to provide individ
uals with rights of review and challenge so as to minimize the risk of maintaining false 
information. 

o. If an individual is dissatisfied with an agency's decision on a challenge, can he or she 
sue the agency in court? 

A. This question would depend on state law. Since the regulations require that an admin
istrative appeal procedure be developed. however. it is likely that completion of the 
administrative appeal would be a prerequisite to filing a court action. 

O. When an out-ot-state agency reviews and rejects a challenge, what right of adminis
trative appeal applies? 

A. Although this result might also vary with state law, it is likely that the administrative 
appeal pro~edure in the state of the originating agency would be applicable . 
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Q. Criminal history information in my agency consists of a master name index card with 
numbers pointing to various source documents. What do I do? 

A. The record subject has the right to review either the data on the source documents 
(or photocopies of the source documents). or a compilation of criminal history infor
mation contained in the source documents. 

Q. Is the right of inspection unlimited? 

A. No. An agency may develop reasonable limitations. For example, an agency can limit 
the intervals between inspection by a particular subject where data on a record has 
not changed. can limit the number of reviews and time of review, etc.-(provided that 
all such limitations do not impose an undue burden on potential review subjects). 

Q. What shall I do with fingerprints taken to identify the requesting record subject? 

A. The regulations contain no specific requirements; it would be a good policy to return 
the fingerprints to the requestor. 

Q. Does the right of review apply to police arrest blotters? 

A. No. Police arrest blotters and other chronologically maintained original records of 
entry are exempt from the regulations. Although the record subject, like any other 
member of the public, will generally have the right to see such" public records;' there is 
no way to challenge their accuracy under the regulations. 
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A. No. The requirement for fingerprinting prior to record review is optional. Where an 
agency is a review site for another agency (such as the state records bureau), however, 
a requirement that record review subjects be fingerprinted may be imposed by such 
other agency. In such case, of course, provision would have to be made to ensure that 
review sites had adequate fingerprint capability. 

Q. Is it true that I can give the subiect a copy of the record for international travel pur
poses? 

A. Yes. Although you are not required on review and challenge grounds to give a subject 
copies of records which will not be challenged, the regulations do not interfere with 
dissemination required for passports, visas, and the like. 

Q. How can flimit the period for which notification of error is required? 

A. A procedure which might be appropriate for limiting the time period for which error 
corrections are required would be to clearly indicate on each copy of criminal history 
information disseminated by your agency that the information is to be used only for a 
given period of time and that·subsequently thereto, a new inquiry should be made of 
the disseminating agency to ensure data accuracy. 

I 
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NOTIC1~ 

IF YOU ARE THE SUBJECT OF CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD MAINTAINED BY THIS 
AGENCY YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVIEW THAT RECORD AND CHALLENGE IT IF 
IT IS INACCURATE OR INCOMPLETE. 

If you wish to inspect your record come to: 

on; 

between: 

A fee may be required for record inspection. 

Individuals must offer suitable identification. 
The identification process may require a second visit to the department 

Exhibit 1 
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SAMPLE FORM 

REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD 

FOR REQUESTOR FOR AGENCY USE ONLY 

Name: Date of Request: 

Address:. ___ "_ Records Clerl~: ___ •. 

--- ..... Zip Idenlity Verified by:._ ~ ___ ., __ . __ • 
I request to soe Criminal History Record Information U Person Known by Agency 
held by (Agency) o Fingerprint Comparison 

and or o Other Identification as Follows: 

(Signature) 
Fee Received $ 

INDIVIDUALS ASSISTING THE RECORD SUBJECT FOR REIDENTIFICATION 

I agree nol 10 use. share or disseminate any criminal Date of Request: 
history information pertaining to the record other than Records Cterk: for lawful purposes. 
Check appropriate bolC: Idontity Verified by: 

01 have been,asked by the person requesting re- D Person Known by Agency view to assist in reading or translating the criminal o Fingerprint Comparison history record o Other Identification as Follows: o I am an attorney. duly auihorlzed to practice law in 
__ (slale) __ and I have been retained by 
the person requesting review to provide aid and 
assistance in the review and possible challenge of 
ll1e criminall1istory record. 

o I am tl1e guardian of the person requesting review. 
(nameL __ ._ 

(address) 

(date) 

(signature). --
Il1ave reviewed my criminal hislory records and find: o Challenge To Be Initiated 

o The records at this time are satisfactory. o Copy of Challenged Portion Provided 
o The records are significantly inaccurate or incom- with limitation of Use of Statement Ap-

plete and I would initiale a cl1allenge to the origi- pearing Tl1ereon. 
nating agency or agencies for correction. 

Fee Received for Copies S o I request to relain a copy of the cl1allenged portion 
solely for my own personal use in preparing a Records Clerk: 
challenge. 

I understand thai the criminal history record intormation that t have received has been revealed to me 
for purposes of insuring accuracy and completeness ollhe information. 

Date Signature 

EKhibit2 
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>',::/' "Address Address 

" 

r' .~ ____ --,:/ , " 

\! :7~:.~ "" .. ,::::, ,..",,~,,;:~ ,c'" ... 5,,,, . " 
,~ ihave reviewed mll crirrilnii hi~:9VX{eCOrdS at, ,( (Agency) 

and,;~inli ,fuat cerlain' entries oriir\I~~hW your agency are slgnifigantly inaccurate or Incomplete 
, ." in'ule following -Pllrt!cufr,:.is; " ',["1,:" " 

:j', '~\ . ,,'. ; i, ~'I J!?~ ~'1'1 ,,~.~~ 
, -.', ~!EC~h'[('" REC~t1D EN;!rf;i,~ 1"'UMBEfl ___________ DATE 

NOW,I", CHA"'f;"E-1:, • ..-o--c--_.,.,.-___ ..:..·..,, ______ DATE ___ _ 
RF.A~'S" DIS(,dSITION ,.!," <" DATE __ ~_ 

~~~/ \ }~ . \. .' :.,'. )!I-------:::r~· 
" REGORD ~r;..t!~,r-,:-"----I---- .. ------------

$HOU~D·' ," ---+;-----"",f::-.--~----------------
'~E;fP":,f':~'--:T'');;~tl.r,;.~,t... < &~€i.!.-:(.. ,,',' , 
"hav:a ~\~ll.c.!1EHi.a,"l~ sj'gn~,\ian ,act;itional sheet(sl d~scribingotherclaimed errors In my records. 

" ,1: daclarkJtl~t,~~~;~faI9rP?i:li~ In, {/'lis challe:~ge t~ the best bf my knowledge and belief are ... 1, .. true ~~1c:r,reCt/;, . ":, .. 

l··~;.... ": .. <2,," ~~ ~ . " ,,!.,,'"rn 
".,'~1\~:j~:;::~,,: .. ;;""} .. ~:;-..,...--..,..--:::)---------.... -----

., { •. Ext]jbit:~ . .1 

Zip 

.,'.' 

< ,,! 



f' 

, -=c~'ii.iiiiiiiiiiiiii.l'iio':;::;;==:;~~IIIIII=='!I/I!lII~'!!t~"'·=='1ij",r:r,,"',="'-~'~~.?:"'-i:i'l:j#¥!1!1',>"",!l"'~"'1'!'ii'tl"'~4~~~~~::~'~;;~~ " 
e",: ~~t:~~~;""'~~"'';.':'-- T ~'.;. ; __ ~ 

" I\' 

, ' 

!~/) 

SAMPLE FOR 

AGENCY RESPONSE TO CHALLENGE 

NOTE: This form should be sen I 10 the challenger and the review site (if dillerent from Ih 
agency responding to the challenge). 

In regard to the record of: 
Name 

Address 

which is maintained by: __ --=:-;--______ --;-'_,----;,--________ _ 

This agency or name of leview site 

Address 

and was challenged on: __ -:=-_____________________ ' 

Date 

A. The following record entry is corrected. 

RECORD 
NOW 
READS 

~ECORD 
SHOULD 
READ 

RECORD ENTRY NUMBER ________ DATE __ _ 
CHARGE DATE ___ _ 
DISPOSITION, DATE __ _ 

RECORD ENTRY NUMBER DATE __ _ 
CHARGE DATE __ _ 
DISPOSITION DATE ___ _ 

The feview site should correct its record and notify all criminal justice agencies shown by it 
current dissemination log to have received incorrect information of the appropriate changl 
and provide, upon request to the challenger, the names 01 all non-criminal justice agencie 
receiving incorrect information during the same period. 

B. The following record entry is no! changed. 
RECORD RECORD ENTRY NUMBER _________ DATE __ _ 
NOW CHARGE DATE ___ _ 
READS DISPOSITION DATE ___ _ 

Reason lor rejection of challenge: 

o Identifiers provided are not adequate to identify record sublect 

o This agency did not originate the challenged entry .. 

o Comparison 01 the entry with records at this agency shows that 'he original entry wa 
appropriate 

o Other: 

The challenger is hereby advised that in the case 01 a rejected challenge. a right of admir 
istratlve appeal exists, 

Chief Adminstrative Officer. 
Responsible for Records 

Agency Name 

.-----~---;-~------Agency Address 

Exhibit 4 



SAMPLE FORM 

APPEALS REOUEST FORM 

Instructions: To Initiate an appeal, fill oul this form and attach a copy 01 the decision which you 
are appealing. If additional information is needed. you will be contactep. 

TO: ____________________________________________________ _ 

(name of individual. commit\ee.or agency responsible for hearing 

.. dmlnislrative appeals) 

I hereby request you to review the decision of ____________ >-<-___ _ 

(insert name of agency 

deciding the challenge) 
which rejected the challenge that I filed regarding the accuracy and completeness of informa" 
lion pertaining to me, I am appealing the decision because 

, (slate explanation of whll you r~lect the decision of the 
agency which decided Ih~·challenge.) 

In support of this appeal. I am submitting the following evidence 

{describe Ihe documents or olher evidence whicn you 
are submitting) 

I declare that my statements in this appeal are, to tha best of my knowledge and beliel, true 
and complete. 

Signature Print Name 

Dale Address 

Cily State Zip 

Telephone <Number 

• 

-------------------------------.~~\'": ...... --..,;l,c· It Exhibit 5 
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